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Details of Visit:

Author: Bobin About
Location 2: Northampton
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 11 May 2018 21:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

The Lady:

Tall, slender and leggy, her photos are spot on but don't show what a lovely face she has.

The Story:

To celebrate a particularly unwelcome birthday, I had my first ever outcall and it just had to be with
Helen.

The lightest of taps on the door and there she was, looking stunning in a little black dress, tight in all
the right places... The first wow moment of many.

As soon as the door was closed, we were snogging like teenagers, Helen pressing her body into
mine causing an immediate and very welcome effect. My hands roaming over her body, lifting her
dress to reveal black hold ups and a tiny thong in the mirror. When her dress off, she looked
incredibly sexy in (of course) matching minimal undies, though they didn't stay on for long... Helen
knows how to undress to impress.

When we were both naked, after more wonderfully erotic kissing and foreplay, on to the main event,
a shared shower (I had booked this particular room as it had a large shower enclosure rather than
the more usual bath/shower combo)- I've showered with Helen many times and it really is the most
sensual thing to do - in my opinion better even than Nuru as the water is constantly flowing and
there's always more shower gel to apply to wonderfully rounded body parts... Whatever feels good
whilst dry feels even better in a cascading shower. So there we are still snogging and running our
hands over each other when Helen squats down and takes me in her mouth - what a sublime
experience this is... no teasing little lick, but full on sucking until the inevitable happens and I have
the sort of orgasm that I didn't know I could still have. Kudos to Helen for not taking me out of her
mouth until every last drop is drained.

Once dried off, we actually properly under the covers go to bed together to share some wine and
more kisses and cuddles (Helen's hand particularly cuddling my cock, which is nice...) until it's time
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for her to go... I enjoy watching her dress - though obviously not as much as undressing, and then
she's off, having spent much more time with me than the hour I'd booked her for.

I really can't recommend Helen highly enough - I've seen her often and every time she brings
something new and exciting to the mix, not least of which is what seems to be an infinite wardrobe
of classy yet sexy clothing (not 'outfits' or similar) - already fantasizing about what I want to see her
in next...
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